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Abstract
Diffuse Optical Tomography (DOT) imaging technique has been interesting research �eld for researchers
since it has uncertainties in the solution space. DOT modality is unsolved scienti�c problem. Inverse
problem solution and image reconstruction has never been in its best quality. Reconstructed images have
low spatial resolution. Scattering nature of diffusive light is the obscuring effect for DOT modality. DOT
has 3 functional sub-branches which of these are Continuous Wave (CW), Time-Resolved (TR), and
Frequency-Domain (FD). In this work, one new approach to Frequency Domain Diffuse Optical
Tomography (FDDOT) biomedical optic imaging modality is presented to the readers. Frequency Shifting
data were added to the forward model problem which basically has source-detector couplings and
number of imaging voxels. 100 MHz center core light modulation frequency was selected. 169 source-
detector matches were used on back-re�ected imaging geometry. Absorption coe�cient ma was selected

0.1 cm− 1. Scattering coe�cient µs was selected 100 cm− 1. 1 micrometer x, y, z cartesian grid coordinates
were used in each direction for imaging tissue-like simulation media. The total of 100 frequency shift was
added to the forward model problem which has 5 Hz frequency step. 2 inclusion objects were embedded
inside the imaging simulation phantom. 2 inclusion images were successfully reconstructed with the low
contrast to noise ratio (CNR) error and position error (PE). Frequency shifting technique is �rst applied for
FDDOT here. This technique has increased the total number of equations in the forward model problem;
hence it is helping to solve the inverse problem. In this work, the positive effect of using multi frequency
methodology was observed. Differentiation of 2 embedded inclusions was successfully completed and
illustrated in this work.

1. Introduction
Diffuse Optical Tomography (DOT) technique is the biomedical optic imaging modality. DOT method has
important research opportunity, since its reconstructed image quality has low quality and it needs to be
developed. For 3–4 decades, researchers have been working to develop the DOT image quality. DOT
devices are running based on the scattering and absorbing nature of light. Low power light scatters inside
the heterogeneuous imaging tissue depend on the scattering feature of laser source. Migrating low-power
laser light was also absorbed by the heterogenuous tissue biomolecules inside the tissue. Migrating light
inside the tissue is building forward model problem which consists of tissue voxels` ma absorption
coe�ciensts. The main purpose of the DOT technique is to solve these absorbers. In the inverse problem
solution algorithms, these absorption coe�cients were calculated and mapped inside the 3-dimensional
tissue imaging geometry. Image reconstruction algorithms are solving the inverse problem. DOT modality
has 3 functional sub-branches, these are: Continuous Wave (CW), Time-Resolved (TR), and Frequency-
Domain (FD) techniques. In this work, FD technique was selected and novel frequency shifting
methodology was applied in the forward model problem. FDDOT biomedical optic imaging technique
was recently visited by some groups[1–9]. Phase-shift methodology was also recently studied[10]. Phase-
shift is similar to the frequency shift method. In the phase shift method, instead of frequency shifting,
phase shifting is applied to the forward model problem. Same forward model problem diffusion equation
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was used as mentioned in previuous work[10]. Both methods have advantages over CW and TR imaging
methods.

2. Method
13 sources and 13 detectors were placed on the back-re�ection imaging geometry. 13 sources and 13
detectors are building 169 source-detector couplings in the forward model problem. 100 frequency shift
steps were used in the forward model problem, consequently 169×100 = 16900 matches were supplied.
40 x, y, z grid elements were used in each cartesian coordinate system which has total of 64000 voxel
grid elements. Forward model has 16900×64000 vector elements. Tissue absorption coe�cient ma=0.1

cm− 1, and scattering coe�cient ms=100 cm− 1. Cartesian grid sizes are 1 mm in each direction. 13
sources and 13 detectors were placed on the back-re�ected imaging geometry as seen in Fig. 1. Blue
diamonds are sources and yellow squares are detectors. Forward model problem was built based on the
frequency domain diffusion equation which was shown in[10]. Photon �uencies were generated and
mapped inside the imaging tissue simulation geometry. 6th source-detector (SD) match 5th frequency
shift photon �uencies were demonstrated at top view in Fig. 2.

3. Result
2 inclusions were embedded inside the imaging geometry as seen in Fig. 3.A for depth and in Fig. 3.B for
top view. 2 inclusions were reconstructed and demonstrated for depth view in Fig. 3.C and top view in
Fig. 3.D. Contrast to Noise Ratio (CNR) error was calculated as % 5.8. Position Error (PE) was calculated
as % 12.3. CNR and PE error calculation formulas were demonstrated[10].

4. Discussion
In this work, frequency-shift simulation data was applied to the FDDOT imaging modality. Forward
model-problem equation numbers were expanded by adding frequency shifting method, hence it helped
to increase the resolution of reconstructed image quality. Frequency shifting method was �rst applied in
here. It helped to differentiate the two embedded inclusions inside the imaging tissue simulation media.
Frequency shifting method is important method for future-promising FDDOT devices. This technique has
increased the total number of equations in the forward model problem; hence it is helping to solve the
inverse problem. In this work, the positive effect of using multi frequency methodology was observed.
Differentiation of 2 embedded inclusions was successfully completed and illustrated in this work.
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Figure 1

Source and detector placements. Sources are blue, and detectors are yellow.
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Figure 2

6th source-detector (SD) match 5th frequency shift photon �uencies at top view.
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Figure 3

Original and reconstructed inclusion images.


